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Why have I been given this leaflet?

Before you can be a kidney donor you will need to have some tissue 
typing blood tests. We have written this leaflet to answer any questions 
you may have about these tests.

We hope that we will have answered all your questions, but if you 
would like to discuss anything further, please contact the living donor 
coordinator before your appointment.

Will I need to have blood tests if I want to be 
considered as a possible living kidney donor for my 
relative?

Yes, part of the first step to being considered as a donor will include a 
number of blood tests. One of these will be tissue typing blood tests. 
Without these tests it will not be possible for you to be a kidney donor.

Why do I need to have a blood test?

For a transplant to be successful, we need some important information 
about both the donor (the person giving the kidney) and the recipient 
(the person having the kidney). The information we need is:

• Your blood group
• Your tissue type (also called HLA type)

Knowing the blood group and tissue type of donor and recipient helps 
to match the kidney.

Matching is important as it helps in deciding the right type of treatment 
for the person who receives the kidney.

Medications and other treatment are adjusted according to tissue 
match.
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Occasionally we may need to contact you to ask you to come and have 
more blood taken to complete these tests. This will be within 2 weeks 
of you giving us the first blood samples. The Living Donor Transplant 
Coordinator will arrange this with you over the telephone.

How will the tests be done?

Blood grouping and tissue typing are done by sending blood samples to 
the laboratory. The lab will check the red blood cells and DNA from your 
blood samples.

How are blood group and tissue type inherited?

Blood group and tissue type are inherited from parents.

Similar tissue types are shared by blood relatives (genetically related 
people) such as brothers, sisters and also by people belonging to the 
same ethnic group.

People decide to donate their organs for various reasons.

Some people want to donate because they want to help someone 
related to them by blood such as brother and sister. Others want to 
donate to people emotionally related (such as a close friend) or out of 
goodwill to help another person.

Could the test results show that I am not a blood 
relative?

Sometimes the test results suggest that a donor and recipient are not 
blood relatives as may have been thought. For example, tissue type 
blood tests may indicate a brother and sister may not be blood related. 
In some cases more blood tests would be needed to confirm this.

If the donor still wishes to donate, they would still be able to do so even 
if they were not related.
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What do I need to think about before I have the blood 
tests done?

Before you have the blood tests, you will need to decide if you would 
like to be told if it is suspected you are not a blood relative. The decision 
you make will not stop you being considered as a kidney donor and you 
can still carry on with your assessment.

If you decide that you want to be told that you may not be a blood 
relative, it is important to think about how this may make you feel 
afterwards.

This can be a life changing test result. The consequences may not just 
affect you but possibly other members of your family as well (if you want 
to tell them the results of the tests). For example, some people may wish 
to find out if they have other living blood relatives.

You may want to discuss these tests with your family before coming to 
your appointment. Of course, you may decide that you do not want to 
tell your family the result of this test and keep what you are told to 
yourself.

What do I need to do so that you are aware of my 
wishes?

If you decide to attend for a first stage assessment to be considered as 
a possible kidney donor, the Living Donor Coordinator will go through 
this information again with you.

You will be asked to read and sign a form so that we are clear what your 
wishes are. We will give you a copy of the form and a copy will go into 
your notes.
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What is an Independent Assessor (IA)?

Organ donation from living donors is regulated by the Human Tissue Act 
2004 (HT Act). The HT Act created the Human Tissue Authority (HTA). 
The HTA is a Public Body and one of its tasks is to regulate transplants.

The HT Act says that all transplants involving living donors have to be 
approved by the HTA.

Before a transplant can go ahead, the donor and the recipients need to 
see a local Independent Assessor (IA) who is approved by the Human 
Tissue Authority. This is the case whether the donor is related to the 
possible recipient or not.

In a small number of cases, the results may suggest that there is not a 
blood relationship between the donor and recipient as previously 
thought.

When this happens the Independent Assessor from the HTA will require 
evidence that the donor’s wishes have been discussed and followed. We 
therefore have to ask you this question and make a note of your wishes.

What happens if the results show I am a blood 
relative?

You will carry on being assessed as a possible kidney donor.

What happens if it is suspected I am not a blood 
relative?

If you decided not to know you may not be blood related, you can carry 
on being assessed as a possible kidney donor.

If you decided you wanted to know this information, you will be sent 
an appointment within 2 to 3 weeks, with the Living Donor 
Coordinator.
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At this appointment you will:

• Be told the results of the blood tests
• Be able to ask any questions you may have
• Be able to discuss what happens next
• Be able to decide if you want to carry on being assessed as a 

possible kidney donor.

What should I do if I have any further questions after 
reading this leaflet?

Please contact our Living Donor Transplant Coordinator if you would 
like to talk more about the results of these tests. For example:

• How they may affect you and your family
• Whether you want to know the results or not

Our Living Donor Transplant Coordinator is happy to answer any 
questions over the telephone, or can meet with you if you prefer.

They can be contacted on:

• 0114 271 5983

There is a voicemail for you to leave a message if you wish.
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